
DM5Kit
Practice Quiet. Play Loud.

Expand your kit: 

Single drum and cymbal pads available separately.
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KEY FEATURES
> DM5 single rackspace sound module contains 540 

percussion sounds and 21 pre-programmed drum/

percussion sets

> All sounds recorded in true stereo at 48 kHz with 

ambient effects

> Dynamic articulation feature enables the DM5’s drum 

sounds to respond to the force with which the pad is 

struck—including volume, tone, and pitch

> Random sample feature brings new life to static tracks 

by realistically varying the sound of the drum as it is 

played

> Five playing pads (for snare, kick, plus two toms;  a 

pad and foot controller for open/closed hi-hat)

> Two natural motion cymbal pads for ride and crash 

cymbals

> Kick pedal included

> Kit includes a rugged tubular rack system that 

supports the sound module and all pads

> All necessary interconnect cables included

PRODUCT DESCRIPTION
The DM5 Electronic Drum Kit is a fully self-contained 4-piece electronic drum set 

that ships with the DM5 sound module, five responsive playing pads (one which 

serves as the hihat in conjunction with an included foot controller), two natural motion 

cymbal pads, a kick pedal, tubular support rack, and all essential interconnection 

cables. Complete with a headphone output, the DM5 is the ideal percussion sound 

module and controller system that enables players of all skill levels to practice quietly 

or take to the stage with confidence.

POSITIONING
The DM5 is a comprehensive drum percussion system that functions equally well 

as a recording tool, an on stage performance kit, or as the solution that enables 

drummers to practice without disturbing those around them.

APPLICATIONS
A versatile performer with a wide assortment of great drum and percussion sounds, 

the Alesis DM5 is the perfect solution to the following musical challenges

> A great solution for performing drummers looking for a wealth of 

sounds in an easy to transport system

> An invaluable tool for recording the most realistic drum/percussion 

performances

> Enables drummers to practice quietly—without disturbing others


